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1 TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
The commencement date of the project was 3rd June 1996. This progress report covers the 
second three months of the work programme. 
1.1 Obiectives 
The overall objective of the full research programme (Phases 1 and 2) is to: 
conduct a post-survey appraisal of the 1995 GQA biological survey data, both 
i n  terms of its assessment of biological quality, and as a tool for refining the 
methodology for future surveys. 
The overall objective of the current phase, Phase 1 is to: 
. undertake a scoping study for Phase 2 and prepare the principal tool to be used 
i n  the data analysis in order that Phase 2, comprising the data analysis and 
appraisal, will be undertaken most efficiently. 
The specific objectives of the current phase are to: 
. produce an enhanced version of RIVPACS I11 and its associated user manual 
incorporating the error terms detailed in R&D Note 412, for use in the Phase 
2 data analysis and for Agency Operational purposes. 
identify and rank the options for further analysis of the 1995 GQA biological 
survey data and to select those most likely to meet business needs, in 
consultation with the Project Board and other specialists within and outside the 
Agency. 
. produce a detailed PID and work specification for Phase 2 describing the 
analyses to be undertaken and the resulting products. 
1.2 Work omgramme for the reporting oeriod 
The work programme outlined here is based on the "Month Completed" column of the "Target 
and Timscales" table in the Project Initiation Document of 12th June 1996. 
1.2.1 Incorporation of e m r  terms into RIVPACS III 
The following agreed tasks were initiated: 
Develop and test software to derive confidence limits for EQIs using the 
outputs from R&D Note 412 in accordance with plan. 
. Develop and test software to place sites in quality bands with attached 
probabilities of band membership, using the GQA banding scheme as default 
but with option for alternative banding schemes. 
. Develop and test software to test for significance and magnitude of change in  
quality between sites or over time. 
. Modify the RIVPACS 111 user manual to incorporate the error modules 
I 
developed in the previous tasks. 
These tasks are scheduled for completion by the 15th December 1996. The other task 
I 
scheduled for completion by that same date is: 
. Revise the RIVPACS I11 user manual to incorporate the new procedures in the 
core RIVPACS program. 
I 
I 
1.2.2 Scoping study for Phase 2 
The following items were scheduled to be completed during the reporting period, including 
some tasks which were carried over from the previous quarter: 
. Agree circulation list for discussion document with Project Board (list to 
include Project Board members, Regional Biologists and other relevant persons 
both within and outside the Agency). 
. Circulate discussion document requesting comments and alternative options and 
a ranking of all options in order of their relevance to Agency business needs. 
. Collate returns from discussion document and prepare final list of priority 
items in conjunction with the three following steps: 
. Identify availability of other data-sets required by priority options, and costs 
involved in their acquisition, manipulation and use. 
. Examine compatibility between 1990 and 1995 data if consultation indicates 
that this is a priority option. 
. Ensure that the selected options will meet Agency business needs by discussion 
with Project Board and other relevant Agency staff and that the work required 
is feasible within the projected timescale and budget. 
1.3 Outputs produced 
1.3.1 Incopomtion of e m r  terms into RNPACS UI 
No specific outputs were produced during the reporting periods. 
1.3.2 Scoping study for Phase 2 
A discussion document listing options for additional uses of the 1995 GQA biological survey 
data was produced and circulated to the consultation group. 
2 INTEIlIM RESULTS 
2.1 Incowration of e m r  terms into RNPACS HI 
The software development plan was circulated to selected Environment Agency staff by the 
Agency Project Leader, Dr R A Dines. 
Detailed and helpful replies and comments were received from Brian Hemsley-Flint (The 
Agency Project Leader for RIVPACS R&D programme) and John Murray-Bligh (The Agency 
Project Leader for macro-invertebrate sampling audit programme). Following their comments, 
a series of revisions were made to the software plan. 
Programm~ng of the revised software, in FORTRAN, is well advanced and most routines have 
now been forwarded to Ruth Cox (ITE, Monks' Wood) for incorporation in a PANEL 
framework. PANEL is a software package designed to handle menu-driven enquiries and was 
used in the construction of RIVPACS 111. It has been selected for the current revision, 
including the new "errors" module, in order to make the additional facilities "seamless" with 
the existing RIVPACS 111 package which is familiar to existing users. 
Work on the incorporation of the PANEL structure will begin in early December and will take 
between 10 - 15 days to complete. 
Production of the new sections of the RIVPACS manual is progressing in parallel with the 
programming. Principal attention has currently been given to new documentation of output 
file structures. 
2.2 Scoping studv for Phase 2 
2.2.1 Production of a circulation list for the discussion document 
The final circulation list was extended from that outlined in the progress report for the 
previous quarter (Table 2.1). The circulation list for the discussion document contained 15 
options for comment and pr~oritisation (Table 2.2). 
2.2.2 Circulation of the discussion document 
The discussion document was circulated in the latter half of September. A total of 19 replies 
were received (Table 2.1), the majority of which included helpful comments and/or 
prioritisation of options (Table 2.3). 
2.2.3 Collation of ~ t u m s  from the discussion document 
The prioritisation of options provided by the respondents was tabulated in summary form 
(Table 2.3) for consideration at a Project Board meeting which has been arranged for 
Wednesday, I I th December. 
Table 2.1 An alphabetic list of the people con..ulted about options for further use of the 
1995 GQA biological data. Asterisked replies contained no preferences. Bold 
replies explicitly state that they result from internal regional consultations. 
Table 2.2 The descriptive titles of the fifteen options set out in the document circulated 
for discussion. 
The relationship between temporal changes in ecological quality and 
losses, gains and changing abundance of individual taxa 
Table 2.3 The order of preferences listed by the consultees. Numerical rankings are 1 
(highest) to 15 (lowest). Alphabetic rankings are H (high), M (medium), L 
(low) and X (inappmpriate). Italicised codes were interpreted by the IFE and 
not explicitly stated by the respondent Lower case codes m conditional. 
Person codes are as given in Table 2.1. Option numbers are as given in Table 
2.2. 
I n  addition to thc options set out in the discussion document a further set of suggestions were 
supplied by the respondents and these are summarised in  Table 2.4. Further details of the 
additional options will be made available to Project Board members prior to their December 
meeting. 
Table 2.4 Brief titles and numbers of additional options for futther use of the 1995 
biological survey data, as suggested by the selected panel of consultees. 
2.2.4 Availability of other data-sets 
This issue will be addressed, if necessary, following discussions and short-listing of options 
at the December Project Board meeting. The major issue is likely to be the requirement or 
otherwise to lease or purchase geological, soils and terrain data for use in a Geographic 
Information System (GIs). 
2.2.5 Compatibility between 1990 and 1995 data 
This issue will be addressed, if necessary, following discussions and short-listing of options 
at the December Project Board meeting. 
2.2.6 Relevance of selected options to the Environment Agency business needs 
This issue will be addressed, if necessary, following discussions and short-listing of options 
at the December Project Board meeting. 
3 PLANS FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
The next reporting period is from 1st December 1996 to 28th February 1997. 
Progress to date and options for the future will be discussed at a Project Board meeting to be 
held at Reading on Wednesday I l th December. 
3.1 Incopxation of e m r  terns into RIVPACS III 
During the next reporting period all outstanding tasks from the previous quarter will be 
completed. These include to: 
Develop and test software to derive confidence limits for EQls using the 
outputs from R&D Note 412 in accordance with plan. 
. Develop and test software to place sites in quality bands with attached 
probabilities of band membership, using the GQA banding scheme as default 
but with option for alternative banding schemes. 
. Develop and test software to test for significance and magnitude of change in 
quality between sites or over time. 
. Modify the RIVPACS 111 user manual to incorporate to integrate the error 
modules developed in the previous tasks 
. Revise the RIVPACS 111 user manual to incorporate the new procedures in the 
core RIVPACS program. 
The following additional tasks will be initiated: 
. Test the enhanced software using normal RIVPACS development procedures 
within IFE, and then in selected Agency regions. 
Carry out any necessary modifications identified by testing. 
3.2 S c o p i n ~  study for Phase 2 
During the next reporting period any outstanding tasks from the previous quarter will be 
completed. 
In addition the following tasks will be completed: 
. Prepare a PID for Phase 2 including a detailed work specification. 
. Prepare a draft R&D Note (now Technical Report) and a draft Project Record. 
4 FACTORS WHICH MAY AFFECT THE AlTAINMENT OF ANY TAKGETS OR 
TIMES CA LES. 
The work on software development and testing is approximately three weeks behind schedule. 
It is currently hoped to make-up lost time and meet the agreed completion times for this 
element of the work programme. 
The work on the scoping study is one month behind schedule and this delay is unlikely to 
alter. However, all scheduled tasks will be completed within the current financial year. 
5 FINANCE 
At the time of writing the contract between NERC and the Agency was awaiting signing. 
However, the work conducted to.date has been within the budget outlined in the draft 
contract. 
A financial summary for the reporting period will be available from the IFE Finance Office 
approximately two months after the end of the in question. 
6 REASONS FOR ANY LIKELY UNDER OR OVERSPEND OF BUDGET 
No under or overspend of the budget is currently anticipated. 
The most realistic risk of an overspend is likely to arise from problems in software 
programming. Estimating the time needed to get a fully tested new piece of software to the 
operational stage is notoriously difficult. In the current instance the need to use the complex 
software package PANEL to make the new error module compatible with RIVPACS 111 
exacerbates this risk. 
7 OTHER MATlERS 
No other issues have arisen which require reporting upon here. 

